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Animation Demo Reel Breakdown 
 
 

Fall 2012 

I made all of the elements shown including the character and 
environment. Sound clip is from Elf. 
 
Software: Maya 
 

 
 

Winter 2013 

This is clip from my short film, Another Day In The Woods. I 
animated everything except the one-frame, real-time muzzle 
flashes, which are from the Action Essentials pack. I made the 
smoke and fire in Maya fluid dynamics and animated the bullet 
shells through nParticle Instancing with a couple of scripts for 
random rotation. 
 
Software: Maya, After Effects, Photoshop, Premiere Pro 

 
Winter 2013 

This is a clip from my short film, Another Day In The Woods. 
Bobby is happily walking through the woods, looking at the 
scenery. All animation done in the short film is done by myself. 
 
 
Software: Maya, After Effects, Photoshop, Premiere Pro 
 

 
Winter 2013 

Another clip from Another Day In The Woods. Bobby whips 
around for a second time to check what’s behind him, only to 
frighteningly find that there’s nothing there again. The shotgun 
is roughly modeled after the double-barrel shotgun in the video 
game Fallout 3. 
 
Software: Maya, After Effects, Photoshop, Premiere Pro 

 
Winter 2013 

Another clip from Another Day In The Woods. Bobby, quite 
frightened at this point, runs from the ridiculous sounds all 
around him. The shotgun blast fire is from the Action Essentials 
pack. 
 
Software: Maya, After Effects, Photoshop, Premiere Pro 



 
Winter 2013 

Another clip from Another Day In The Woods. The grenade is 
modeled after a M67 fragmentation grenade. The grenade 
explosion is from the Action Essentials pack.  
 
 
Software: Maya, After Effects, Photoshop, Premiere Pro 
 

 
Winter 2013 

Another clip from Another Day In The Woods. The cannon blast 
is made in Maya fluid dynamics. The cannon ball explosion is 
from the Action Essentials pack. The cannon is modeled after 
the Tsar Cannon in Moscow, Russia.  
 
Software: Maya, After Effects, Photoshop, Premiere Pro 

 
Winter 2013 

Another clip from Another Day In The Woods. This is the point 
in which Bobby snaps, being driven into madness by the 
Lyrebirds. I made the eye dilation effect by keyframing the 
positions of the green and black colors in a ramp shader. 
 
Software: Maya, After Effects, Photoshop, Premiere Pro 
 

 
Winter 2013 

Another clip from Another Day In The Woods. Bobby has 
officially snapped and thrown almost every bit of clothing at the 
sources of overwhelming noises. In this shot, I used the Trax 
Editor in Maya to speed up my animation workflow.  
 
Software: Maya, After Effects, Photoshop, Premiere Pro 
 

 
Winter 2013 

Another clip from Another Day In The Woods. Bobby is 
exhausted after his explosive tirade, but deeply satisfied that, 
because of it, the noises are now gone. 
 
 
Software: Maya, After Effects, Photoshop, Premiere Pro 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Spring 2012 

I built a Rube Goldberg contraption in real life, then used it as  
reference to model, texture, rig, light, animate, etc. No  
dynamics were used. All animation is manually keyframed.  
Everything shown exists in real life and is how my real-life Rube  
Goldberg contraption actually looked like. Here’s a link to a  
video of my real contraption in action:  
http://youtu.be/sJrYCTlULxo  
  
Software: Maya, Photoshop 

 
Winter 2013 

Another clip from Another Day In The Woods. This is the last 
shot the short film. This is one of the Lyrebirds, which are 
making all of the ruckus. The feathers are linked Photoshop 
textures with transparency. Lyrebirds are actually real birds 
from Australia. They’re quite cool because they can replicate 
any sound. More info here: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lyrebird  
 
Software: Maya, After Effects, Photoshop, Premiere Pro 


